Aggregation of Escherichia coli B/r A during agar filtration: effect on morphometric measurements.
We have investigated the phenomenon of particle aggregation in a sample of 71,038 Escherichia coli B/r A cells in balanced exponential growth, during preparation for electron microscopy by agar filtration. The bacteria were photographed in a transmission electron microscope and the dimensions and spatial relationships among all the members of each aggregate were recorded using an interactive image processing system. The proportion of aggregated cells, 22%, is much greater than that found by direct count in a light microscope (7%), implying that most aggregation takes place during the preparation stages. The aggregated cells are about 1% narrower than the free cells, because of mutual compression, and 1.5% longer, because of a selection bias in favor of longer cells. From a statistical analysis of the data, we conclude that the clustering of cells into aggregates in the course of sample preparation is the result of random encounters during the settling on the collodion membrane and of the changing surface tension during the drying process. A method is proposed to correct morphometric measurements for the distortion caused by cellular aggregation of this kind.